~ TRUE “VISION” ~
(Pt 7)
Once the Pineal Gland IS activated, there are several things that will happen that will confirm this. Remember, this is
only the BEGINNING of the capabilities, but this installment will deal only with the beginning set for those who are in
progress of this, or recently achieving it. Understanding the beginning fundamentals first is also the very key that all the
warnings stem from. Being able to SEE on this level for ones who are of malintent will open a hole in their Karma large
enough to drive a SEMI through, so it is only for the purest of intentions that safety is assured...
That said, let’s examine these primary first awakenings....
I will keep this list to just a few of the largest items that are most common....
Activated Pineal Gland activity ALWAYS results in producing heightened and far sharper senses. Even the physical
sense are impacted. One will notice hearing ability becomes acute. Even for those who’ve had vision problems, will
notice their eyes improving, for those who already have good vision, will notice it is far more acute and capable of
processing vastly more amounts of input and retain them... The term “photographic memory” is where this leads.. To
practice this, suggest GLANCING at things and prove to yourself that you can begin to “remember” FAR more detail
and content... That alone will very likely alarm you... AND others....
Another universal ability is you will now KNOW which foods you do NOT wish to eat, even if up to this point, they
may well have even been favorites. Likewise, you will now have appetites for food you never thought you would ever
like as well. There is a distinct reason for this. Future installments will go further, suffice it to leave that here for the
purposes of this one.
Suddenly also, you will notice a clarity resolving problems that come up, even if before, those were muddled processes.
With the Pineal activated, you will begin getting CRYSTAL CLEAR resolutions to issues that were entirely fogged
before. No more “himming and hawing” or “second-guessing” yourself... A suddenly occurring DECISIVENESS will
REPLACE those prior issues....
You will now have an uncanny ability to see “darkness” as well as LIGHT... By this I mean, the DARKNESS in others...
even those you may well had THOUGHT were Children of Light. CHARLATANS will no longer be able to fool
you.... Whether or not you care to engage them now in the hopes of raising their own awareness to SEE this themselves,
is a matter of SEEING whether or not they are even OPEN to that possibilty, so be careful with this aspect of it.
Also, this will impart a new and unique sense of PEACE in you NO MATTER WHAT STORM you may be in...
THOSE negative energies LOSE their grasp on you and them who ATTACK you in this manner will NO longer
succeed....
There is usually a “trembling” associated with this as well.... You may notice a slight tremor in your flesh, especially
NOW when you are seeing these types of things more clearly.... do NOT worry about this, you do NOT have some
grave “disease” it merely is symptomatic of the CURE....
You also may experience sudden unexplained temperature differences in your environment... these too are normal... as
you progress in this journey, you will use this new ability to detect the presence of other “entities” nearby. Much Much
Much more on this in future installments...
Despite enhanced senses, DO NOT MEDITATE on them... they are a SYMPTOM only and NOT to be “focused” on.
Likewise ABANDON “visualizations” or you risk have VISIONS find YOU!
I will close this installment here as it is already more lengthy than intended but the additions no doubt necessary to
some who needed it..
Highest Regards and Much Love,
Kevin
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